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Comment Ringler Research:
In this newsletter we would like to give a brief overview of developments in the last few months in the uranium
sector. The sum of all positive facts confirms that the overall picture has brightened considerably compared to
previous years! The chances are good that 2018/2019 will go down in the history books as the beginning of the next
uranium bull market!
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Here is a list of some important news:
 The world's largest uranium producer Kazatomprom announced in December 2017 that it would cut
uranium production by 20% for three years starting in January 20018.
 Spot uranium price has risen from 20.25 USD in mid-April 2018 to currently 25.65 USD (or up 26%).
 Successful IPO of Yellow Cake PLC in July 2018 over 200 Mio. USD. Yellow Cake acts as a holding vehicle
for physical uranium purchased through Kazatomprom's supply contracts. The first step will be to acquire
8.1 million Pounds uranium for the equivalent of 170 Mio. USD in transaction volume that would
otherwise have been sold through the depressed spot market. These and future transactions should
reduce the tradable volume on the spot market, which should result in rising uranium prices over the
coming months and years.
 Cameco announced in November 2017 that McArthur River / Key Lake, the world's largest uranium mine,
will be closed for at least 10 months. The McArthur River Mine is the largest and highest grade mine
(9.6% U3O8) in the world, with 258.1 million pounds of Proven and Probable Resources. Mine production
at 'McArthur River / Key Lake' was 12.6 Mio. Pounds uranium in 2016.
On July 25, 1818, Cameco announced that it would shut down operations at Key Lake and McArthur River
for an undetermined period. The mines are not expected to be operational until long-term supply
contracts have been signed on acceptable terms.
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Cameco announced that it would buy uranium on the spot market to meet its delivery obligations. The
company plans to acquire approximately 2-4 million pounds of uranium in 2018. If operations at
McArthur River / Key Lake do not return to production, Cameco will buy approx. 10 million pounds of
uranium on the spot market in 2019, which should have a stabilizing effect on the uranium market that
should not be underestimated!
 The Langer Heinrich Mine in Namibia was set to "Maintenance & Care Status" in May 2018 and has
ceased operations due to low uranium prices. Their production capacity at Langer Heinrich is 5.2 million
pounds per year since the Phase 3 expansion in 2012 was completed. The company produced 3.4 Mio
million pounds of uranium in 2012.
 At the request of two domestic uranium producers (Ur-Energy and Energy Fuels), the US Department of
Commerce (DOC) has launched an investigation into whether "the current volume and circumstances" of
uranium imports endanger national security. If this investigation, called Section 232 ', succeeds,
American power plant operators may be forced to purchase minimum percentage quotas (e.g., 25%)
from domestic uranium production sources.
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Uranium sector statistics
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The uranium sector is still in a longer bottoming formation – next price resistance levels are 14,80 and
20 USD
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Cameco is still in a downtrend – a sustained break above 12,50/13 USD together with a rising volume
would be a first sign, that the multi-year bear market since 2011 is finally over.
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Overview of all Australian uranium companies in our database
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Overview of all North American uranium producers and developers in our database
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Overview of all North American uranium exploration companies in our database
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Portrait Blue Sky Uranium
Blue Sky Uranium Corp. (TSX.V: BSK; FSE: MAL2.F; OTC: BKUCF) is one of Argentina's best-positioned uranium
exploration companies with more than 3,500 km2 (350,000 ha) of tenements. The Company’s mission is to deliver
exceptional returns to shareholders by acquiring, exploring and advancing towards production a portfolio of uranium
projects, with an emphasis on near-surface uranium deposits with the potential for near-term low-cost production,
in anticipation of the return of a strong uranium market.
Investment Highlights:
 The initial mineral resource estimate for Ivana deposit in Argentina was been published 5.3.2018. A total
of 19 Mio. Pounds uranium (24 MT @ 308 ppm Uranium) have been delineated. The Ivana deposit
remains open for expansion and is near-surface (<25 meter).
 Blue Sky Uranium controls the entire district; several Uranium and Vanadium targets remain untested.
Mineralization occurs along a 145 km long trend.
 PEA planned for 2018. Potential to be a low-cost, short-lead-time uranium supplier to domestic
(Argentina) and international markets.
 Argentina is the largest generator of electricity from nuclear energy in South America. The country is
working to further expand their nuclear energy sector with additional power plants, but lacks a ready
internal supply of uranium.
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Argentina’s desire for security of supply could provide a “guaranteed” first customer for a domestic
supplier. The concession areas of Blue Sky Uranium are located in the Rio Negro province, which is a
supportive jurisdiction with extensive industry infrastructure.
 Blue Sky’s exploration work between 2007 and 2012 led to the discovery of a new uranium district in Rio
Negro Province. The Company’s Amarillo Grande Project covers the district with three major properties,
including the Ivana near-surface uranium deposit which hosts the largest NI 43-101 uranium resource in
the country. The close proximity of the three properties provides the potential for an integrated low-cost
operation to supply the domestic nuclear energy sector.
 The Company is a member of the Grosso Group, a resource management group that pioneered the
mineral exploration industry in Argentina and has operated there since 1993. The group has four
exceptional discovery credits, and a positive track-record for fostering strong relationships with the
communities and governments where it works. The Grosso Group leverages its vast network of local,
regional and international industry contacts to support the exploration team on their search for quality
resource opportunities.

For more information about Blue Sky Uranium, please visit their company website at:
https://www.blueskyuranium.com/
More valuable information about Blue Sky Uranium is also available on our website:
https://uraniumstocks.info/blue-sky-uranium-corp/
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Portrait GoviEx Uranium
GoviEx Uranium is a mineral resource company focused on the exploration and development of its African uranium
properties. GoviEx’s principal objective is to become a significant uranium producer through the continued
exploration and development of its mine-permitted Madaouela Project in Niger, it’s mine-permitted Mutanga
Project in Zambia, and it’s Falea Project in Mali.

Investment Highlights:
 Strong shareholder base, including Denison Mines, Ivanhoe Industries, Toshiba Corporation, and Cameco
Corporation.
 A growing, Africa-focused uranium company with a robust project development pipeline and jurisdictional
diversification.
 One of the largest NI 43-101 uranium resource bases in combination amongst its peer group, with combined
Measured Resources of 36.2 Mio. Pounds U3O8, Indicated Resources of 107.3 Mio. Pounds U3O8, and
Inferred Resources of 86.0 Mio Pounds U3O8.
 Considerable exploration potential to further increase mineral resources, with several drill-ready targets
defined at each property.
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 Mining permits granted in Niger and Zambia, both recognized mining countries with good infrastructure and
long mining histories.
 Significant metallurgical test work and engineering studies completed on its three principal development
assets, providing GoviEx with an opportunity to build a strong development pipeline.
 GoviEx Uranium is lead by a development-focused, experienced Senior Technical Management Team team
with uranium and marketing experience. The company has also a strong Board.

For more information about GoviEx Uranium, please visit their company website: http://www.goviex.com/
More valuable information about GoviEx is also available on our website at: https://uraniumstocks.info/goviexuranium-inc/
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Important Notes, Disclaimers and Other Information:
This newsletter (hereafter “the document”) was created to the best of knowledge and belief. It is for information purposes only by persons resident in Federal Republic of Germany, Switzerland
and Austria. Neither the document nor any copy thereof may be made available, transmitted or distributed in nations where local laws would be violated (for example, the United States of
America, Japan, England, Australia, Canada and their territories). The distribution of this document and the information contained therein to persons resident in countries other than the Federal
Republic of Germany, Switzerland and Austria may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document comes should obtain information about and observe any such
restrictions, if any. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of Canadian securities laws or those of the US or the laws of another country.
The object of this newsletter could include companies which are engaged in a risky market. Capital investments of any kind, including those in shares in high-risk markets, such as mining
companies, are also exposed to some significant risks or even a total loss. The object of this newsletter could be stocks and financial products which have a low market capitalization. Especially for
companies with a low market capitalization, investors must often expect a high volatility and/or low market liquidity. The object of this newsletter / document could involve stocks, financial
products, indices and commodities which could be associated with major price risks and is therefore unsuitable for inexperienced or risk-averse investors. This is especially true for all Over The
Counter (OTC), i.e. the so-called outside of a monitored stock exchange or a regulated market. The same applies to shares that are traded on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX), on Canadian
stock exchanges (i.e. Toronto or Vancouver) or on the Alternative Investment Market (AIM), a segment of the London Stock Exchange. The bespoken shares and financial instruments are
frequently traded on any of these markets in which they are segments of the highest risk category. Instruments which are traded there, are threatened at any time by the possibility of a total loss,
high volatility and the possibility of reduced liquidity and marketability in particular due to low trading volumes. High price opportunities are faced with enormous risks. All of the information
contained in this newsletter / document neither constitutes a solicitation nor an offer to sell or purchase any investment or for making other transactions. It is not also not a recommendation as
part of investment advice. Any forecasts or opinions expressed reflect the personal, subjective and current views of the publisher and are for guidance and information only. This newsletter /
document does not take into account particular investment objectives, the financial situation or the particular needs of individual users. The securities, financial instruments, indices and
commodities presented in this newsletter / document may not be suitable as an investment instrument for every user. This newsletter / document contains only a non-binding opinion of the
investment instruments and market conditions at the time of publication of the document. All assessments of bespoken companies, financial instruments and commodities, in particular price
targets, may change without prior notice. No guarantee is given for the correctness of the charts, prices, data and information on the commodity, foreign exchange, interest rate and stock
markets presented in the newsletter / document. All data and information obtained are from sources the publisher considers to be trustworthy and reliable at the time of the preparation. Despite
all due care and attention in the preparation of the newsletter / document the publisher / the author assumes no liability or responsibility whatsoever for the correctness, completeness and
accuracy of the information contained in the newsletter / document and for losses that could arise from any errors, omissions or inaccuracies. Liability claims against Ringler Consulting and
Research GmbH or the author which refer to damages of a material or immaterial nature caused by use or disuse of information are generally excluded, unless it is due to intentional or grossly
negligent behavior by the author or Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH. In particular, Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH does not guarantee that said projections prove to be accurate, or
that price targets / possible future company values will be reached. Furthermore, neither this newsletter / document nor the information contained in it form the basis for any contract or
obligation of any kind. Neither by downloading the document nor from the information contained in the document does a broking or investment advisory agreement with Ringler Consulting and
Research GmbH come into being. Neither Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH nor the author are registered financial or investment advisors. Any investment decision should therefore take
place after previous consultation with a professional investment advisor as well as personal research, for example, all informations published by the bespoken companies. All statements
expressed in this newsletter / document should be construed to be forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and could not be true.
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The positive performance of a financial product in the past can in no way be an indication of future performance. This newsletter / document, including all of its parts are protected by copyright.
Any use outside of the narrow limits set by copyright law is not permitted without the consent of Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH. This is particularly true for copying, microfilming,
translating and storing, distributing and processing in electronic systems.

Information pursuant to Section § 34b of the German Securities Trading Act [WpHG] and to Regulation (EU) No
596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 16, 2014, on market abuse (market abuse
regulation) (as of 31.07.2018)
Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH or employees of the Company may at any time conduct buy or sell transactions in the shares of the featured companies (i.e. long or
short positions). This also applies to options and derivatives, based on these securities. Those transactions may affect the respective company's stock price under certain
circumstances. Published information on the "web pages", the newsletter or the Ringler Research Reports, recommendations, interviews and company presentations are paid
by the respective company or third party (so-called "third parties"). The "third parties" include, for example, Investor Relations, Public Relations, Brokers and Investors. Ringler
Consulting and Research GmbH may partly directly or indirectly pay for the preparation and electronic distribution and for other services discussed by the company or might be
compensated with an allowance of a so-called "third party”. Even if we create each analysis to the best of knowledge and belief and professional standards, we advise you to
involve further external sources, such as your local bank or a consultant you trust regarding your investment decisions.
Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH, the author or employees are holding a net long position (in form of stocks or derivative products eg. CFD’s, options) of the following
bespoken companies, financial instruments and commodities in this newsletter publication: Uranium Resources Inc., Western Uranium.
Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH, the author or employees are holding a net short position (in form of stocks or derivative products eg. CFD’s, options) of the
following bespoken companies, financial instruments and commodities in this newsletter publication: ./.
Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH has entered into an agreement for a website sponsorship or the preparation and distribution of a financial analysis (research report)
/ advertising document, an article or interview arrangement with the following issuers: GoviEx Uranium, Blue Sky Uranium.
Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH had received or will receive an compensation (in form of stocks) for the preparation and distribution of this document / article or
interview from the following companies: ./.
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Mandatory information as well as information to be disclosed. Declaration of the company responsible for
preparation, the responsible person and issuer:
Company responsible for preparation of this newsletter / document is Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH. Person involved in the preparation of this document /
publication: Carsten Ringler, Managing Director of Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH.
Person responsible for forwarding or distributing of this document / publication: Carsten Ringler
Important sources of information: The main sources of information used for the compilation are published in relevant information services (e.g. www.bloomberg.com,
www.reuters.com, Google Finance, Yahoo Finance, World Nuclear News, IAEA, www.sedar.com, www.sec.gov, www.asx.com.au), publications of the analyzed companies as
well as interviews with management.

Publisher / Imprint:
Ringler Consulting and Research GmbH
Schwalbacher Straße 14
65307 Bad Schwalbach/ Germany
Authorized Representative (Managing Director): Carsten Ringler
Telephone: +49 172 6918274
E-Mail: contact@uraniumstocks.info or kontakt@mining-research.de
Responsible for content in accordance with §5 TMG [German Telemedia Act]: Managing Director Carsten Ringler (Address as above)
VAT ID – Number DE297028261
Registered Office / Register court: Wiesbaden District Court
Register number: HRB 27983
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Regulatory Authority:
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) [German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority], Marie-Curie-Straße 24-28, 60439 Frankfurt
Website: www.bafin.de

Information about the sensitivity analysis, statement of the Ringler Research stock rating system, the assessment methods are available at:
www.mining-research.com/disclaimer
Information about the Data Privacy Statement / GDPR can be found at the following link: https://uraniumstocks.info/data-privacy-statement/
Information about IMPRINT / LEGAL NOTES / DISCLAIMER are available at: https://uraniumstocks.info/important-notes-disclaimer/
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